reSITE 2018
ACCOMMODATE
JUNE 14-15
FORUM KARLIN
PRAGUE
REGISTER AT reSITE.ORG

World-class annual summit celebrating inspiring design, development and positive impacts on the quality of life in cities. reSITE’s flagship event brings together thought leaders, mayors, architects, planners, investors, artists and innovators from around the world.

- Trends in residential development
- Most pressing housing challenges
- Where to invest?
- How to plan and build for well-being?

7th EDITION
1200+ AUDIENCE
50+ WORLD’S BEST MINDS
2 DAYS

WHAT YOU GET
- Upgrade your profile. Meet partners and clients. Find ideas with impact.
- Responsible strategies for your business.
- Get familiar with new vocabulary and thinking approach to define your kids’ future.

WHAT IS INCLUDED
- Conference • Workshops • Lunch & Refreshments • Parties & Entertainment

TICKETS
- Student 49 €
- Women Make Cities 75 €
- Standard 249 €
- Premium 349 €
- Premium Benefactor 469 €

HIGHLIGHTS
- RICHARD BURDETT (UK) Professor of Urban Studies at the London School of Economics
- SOU FUJIMOTO (JP) Architect recognized for a close relationship between built form and the natural world
- JEANNE GANG (US) Studio Gang, globally renowned architect to present her work at a recent MoMA exhibition Foreclosed: Rehousing the American Dream
- REINIER DE GRAAF (NL) OMA/AMO’s Partner will reveal his new book Four Walls and a Roof
- MIRIK MILAN (NL) Night Mayor of Amsterdam
- MICHEL ROJKIND (MX) Globally admired architect, Founder of Rojkind Arquitectos
- ELIZABETH STREB (US) Founder and Artistic Director of Streb Extreme Action

“I WAS IMPRESSED BY THE EVENT, THE ORGANIZATION, THE ATMOSPHERE. MY COMPLIMENTS.”
Winy Maas (MVRDV) 2017

START YOUR FUTURE PROJECT WITH “WE MET AT reSITE”.

REGISTER AT reSITE.ORG